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Hobbes was one of the greatest political philosophers of seventeenth century, and 
he affected the generation and development of modern political philosophy greatly. 
His suspicion of traditional reason made him not only reject the surpassing natural 
reason concept and the theory of ‘human is rational animal’ in classic philosophy, but 
also believe human is animal of passion. Human becoming an individual who can 
make decisions himself, which means individual wasn’t the dependency of some 
kinds of surpassing order any more. Human had become the fundamental element 
which couldn’t be eliminated, and everyone had equivalent status and rights. This 
kind of individual is the beginning and basement of Hobbes’ political philosophy. 
Those decision-making individuals lived a misery life in which personal desire and 
interest prompted them to be hostile to each other. The fearing of sudden death 
aroused the reason of individual, so they set up a sovereign state to protect everyone’s 
life and interest through consulting with each other, setting up sovereign and 
authorizing. This is an individualism sociology theory which believe individual 
appeared early than state, and the setting up of state is to satisfy the demands of 
individual. Hobbes chose absolute sovereign and monarchy, but this not means he was 
pleading for absolutism. His thoughts began with the strain between sovereignty and 
individual, and the final purpose of absolute sovereignty was to protect lives of 
individual and civil society, not to become autocratic power without any restrictions. 
The original point is establishing contact between political philosophy theory 
system of Hobbes and his rational doubt theory to make clear that because of Hobbes’ 
suspect and subverting of classic rational theory and the theory of ‘human is rational 
animal’ lead to his new fundamental of political philosophy-human full of passion and 
desire. I also arrange Hobbes’ concept of sovereignty, and make clear the existence of 
the strain between sovereignty and individual in his political philosophy theory 
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